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Do You Believe in Magical Fairies?

Do you believe in magical fairies? This week Teelie’s Fairy

Garden is sharing some of the things that you can do to show

your fairies how much you believe in them and remind them

that you want them to be around you.
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READ MORE

You Plant Beautiful Flowers For Your

Fairies

If you want fairies to live with you, you can help entice

them by planting beautiful �owers. Garden fairies will

choose a person’s garden and make it their lifelong home.

Other fairies on missions might choose your garden for a

brief rest as long as you give them everything they need

and be sure that you continue to always believe in the

magic of Fairy Land. We loved these mixed pansy seeds.

Find them and other amazing �ower options here.
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You Have a Fairy Door in Your Garden

Adding a fairy door to your fairy garden is an amazing and

beautiful way to let fairies know that you’d like them to

enter your garden. And it will also let them know that

you’re a believer since humans who are nonbelievers

would never go to the effort of adding an adorable fairy

door. There are many options to choose from. We selected

a cute brown door with a cat decoration on it. Find our

pick here.
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You Create a Rest Area for Your

Fairies

Creating a rest area for your fairies is a wonderful way to

make sure that your fairies are comfortable and to entice

them to your garden. There are many believers around the

world, and it can be dif�cult for fairies to choose which

garden to live in sometimes, so adding special accessories

and décor can be a good way to let the fairies know how

much you’d like them to live with you. We found a six-

piece fairy set that includes miniature chairs, a table, and a

cute tea set for two. Find this set here.
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You Have a Fairy House

Having a fairy house is a major advantage when it comes

to showing fairies how much you care about them and

believe in them. All fairies want to have a place to rest their

heads at night. Be creative when it comes to choosing

your fairy house, having one that you like and that can be

magical and whimsical for your fairy friends is a must. We

liked this miniature purple fairy house that is made from

metal and is shaped like a teapot. It is unique, bright

colored, and fun looking. Learn more about it here.
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You Give Your Fairies Activities to Do

If you provide your fairies with activities to do, then they

will know that you went the extra mile to help them feel

welcome in your garden. This is only something that true

believers would do for a fairy. We love this miniature fairy

swing which the Pink Fairy Queen is presently enjoying in

the picture above. More information is available here.
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Get A Sugar Rush With Tommy Tinker And

The Lost Candy Factory

Get ready to experience a magical sugar rush while reading this

Tommy Tinker blog and learning more about Tommy and his friends.

There is so much magic waiting for you.

READ MORE
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Tommy Tinker and the

Lost Candy Factory

Tommy Tinker and the Lost

Candy Factory is an

extremely special book

because it is the �rst one

that Teelie Turner wrote. In

this story, fairy tinkerer

Tommy Tinker is asked by

King Henry and Queen

Olivia to search for the lost

candy factory so that there

will not be a shortage of

sweets. You can �nd the

book here in many different

formats so that you can

�nd out if Tommy

accomplished his mission.

Teelie Turner Author

Facebook Page

The Teelie Turner Author

Facebook page is your

chance to get to discover all

of Teelie Turner’s beautiful

books. You’ll �nd numerous

mock-ups featuring the

books on the Facebook

page including the one

pictured above where you’ll

see Tommy and his friends

and a delicious-looking

chocolate cake with vanilla

icing. Find the Facebook

page here.
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Color with Tommy Tinker

Tommy Tinker’s Coloring Book

You can also color with Tommy Tinker in this amazing coloring book.

Use your creativity and imagination to make each illustration come

alive. Learn more here.
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Search for Fabulous Fairy Dragons

With Tommy Tinker

Hello, I’m Tommy Tinker, and often while I’m �ying around Fairy Land,

I have the chance to interact with some amazing dragon pets. I even

have my own pet dragon who helps me out on some of my missions. I

hope you’ll come for a ride with me so that we can explore Fairy Land
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and be on the lookout for some of these intriguing fairy pets and

helpers too.

Magical Dragon Fairy Garden

Our �rst magical dragon fairy garden was posted by Tammy Corlette

on Pinterest. We love how the container was tipped on its side to

create the appearance of a cave. The dinosaur eggs and clump of

grass outside the cave are also great features that go along with this

fantastic dragon-themed fairy garden.
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Prickly Dragon and Cactus Garden

MahsaStudio on Etsy has an adorable dragon in a fairy garden that

includes a dragon with a pair of goggles because he doesn’t like the

wind in his eyes. He’s in a cactus garden but don’t worry his magic

keeps him from getting poked with the thorns.
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Fairy Gardening Tips

Swish and Stitch put together an amazing how-to article for creating

simple and enchanted fairy gardens. We hope that you’ll enjoy

reading it and looking at the beautiful images. Featured above is one

of their amazing fairy garden photos which includes a dragon outside

of its amazing fortress of a home. The �owers are also beautiful.

Whimsical Fairy Garden Scene
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TinkerTreasuresMinis on Etsy have an amazing fairy garden that

features two dragons playing on an around a mushroom toadstool.

Dragons like children and children at heart love to have fun and play. I

especially love watching the baby dragons in Fairy Land. There is so

much for them to do and learn as they gain skills for being amazing

fairy pets and helpers.
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POPULAR BRAND OF THE WEEK

Parisian Fairy Balloons

The Parisian Fairy Balloons collection from Teelie Turner

Fashions was inspired by the magical illustrations in Teelie

Turner’s series of books ‘Gigi the Magical Chic Fairy’. This

collection features Gigi the Chic Fairy, enchanted hot air

balloons and some beautiful �oral accents to complete the

lovely and romantic design.

SHOP THE COLLECTION HERE

Join Our Fairy Fam
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Teelie’s Fairy Land has a wonderful new opportunity for you. You could

become part of the fairy family and enjoy wonderful bene�ts. All the

details are provided in the attached banner.

The only other condition is that you con�rm that you will create the

instant fairy garden after you receive it in the mail, and then take

photos and send them to us so we can share them on our website

and social media pages to help spread the word about the magic of

fairy land.

JOIN NOW
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Enter now for your chance to win a beautiful blue fairy dress with

matching accessories and an adorable closet. Participating is easy to

do. Every time someone registers the fairies will clap and magical fairy

dust will fall down around human fairy believers.

JOIN NOW
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Teelie's Fairy Garden

4320 196th Street SW Suite B, Lynnwood

WA 98036 United States
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You received this Fairy Scoop Newsletter because you
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